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For heat-assisted magnetic recording, magnetization reversal probabilities of nano-Pt/MnSb multilayer film

with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy under thermal pulse activation were investigated numerically by

solving the Landau-Lifshift Gilbert Equation. Magnetic parameters of nano-Pt/MnSb multilayer were used

with anisotropy energy of 3 × 105 erg/cc and saturation magnetization of 2100 G, which offer more than 10 y

data stability at room temperature. Scheme of driven magnetic field and thermal pulse on writing mechanism

was designed closely to real experiment. This study found that the chosen material is potential to be used as a

high density magnetic storage that requires low writing field less than two-hundreds Oersted through definite

heating and cooling interval. The possibility of writing data with a zero driven magnetic field also became an

important result. Further study is recommended on the thickness of media and thermal pulse design as the

essential parameters of the reversal magnetization.
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1. Introduction

Within the last two decades, the development of magnetic

storage among devices that require large storage capacity

has been showing an important progress. Areal density

and induced field consume become the focus on data

storage technology [1]. One of the branded media that

promise ultrahigh areal density attainment is storage media

with strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy that can be

realized on < 100 nm ultra-thin film [2, 3]. This kind of

material enables the creation of small-sized storage devices

with high thermal stability, reaching more than 60 kBT of

ambient thermal stability factor, thus ensuring stable data

storage for approximately 10 years [4-7]. Nevertheless, this

specification requires a highly induced field to overcome

high coercivity in data writing process, which is not com-

patible in technical support. As proposed by Katayama

(1999), heat assisted technology could be wielded to

solve this problem [8]. Heat-assisted magnetic recording

(HAMR) heats the local region of a storage medium before

cooling it under the settled induced field in appropriate

magnetic polarity [4, 7]. Since its emergence, HAMR has

replaced conventional magnetic recordings due to its

superior properties that offer continuing expansion on

storage capacities with high thermal stability [9, 10]. Along

with HAMR development, thermal issues that become the

problem in data writing must be addressed in order to

attain high areal density of a magnetic storage device as

long as the required writing field magnitude is applicable

(it does not exceed 17 kOe) [7, 9, 11, 12]. One aspect to

address is cooling time [4, 15]. Recent studies report that

time magnetization precision of about 100 GHz is a re-

alistic mechanism, which value of which is correlated to

the cooling time of hundreds of pico-second in HAMR

application [13, 14].

In this study, laser heating and writing field pulse were

simulated to investigate the impact of cooling time on the

writing field magnitude through micromagnetic simu-

lation by solving the Landau-Lifshift Gilbert equation,

which involves randomized magnetization and magnetic

field fluctuation as a consequence of localized heating

pulse.

2. Numerical Method

Micromagnetic simulation for thermally assisted magneti-

zation reversal evaluation has been performed using the

modified micromagnetic simulator created by H. Takamatsu,
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by applying thermal aspect. This numerical analysis was

based on an explicit Landau-Lifshift Gilbert equation with

a thermal fluctuation field as an additional contribution on

effective field to accomplish some previous field con-

tributors, such as demagnetization field, exchange field,

anisotropy field, and Zeeman field. The mean value of the

thermal fluctuation field over the magnetization process

was counted as zero value, , and was consider-

ed as Gaussian distribution, ,

with σ assigned by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

, where kB = Boltzman constant,

T = temperature, α = Gilbert damping factor (0.3), γ =

gyromagnetic ratio (1.76 × 107 Oe−1·s−1), V = volume of

media, Ms = magnetic saturation, and Δt = time increment

(0.25 × 10−12 s) [16-19]. 

Storage media used to record one bit information con-

sisted of parallel-pipes, called nano-dots, with lateral

dimension of 50 × 50 nm2 in yz direction and a thickness

of < 100 nm in x direction to design a ultra-thin strong

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy media that allows data

record up to hundreds of Gb/in2. The Nano-dot was com-

posed from unit cells with lateral size of 3.3 × 3.3 nm2 in

which each cell represents a single magnetic polarization

and magnetized along x(−) direction at initial condition.

Nano-dots was considered as an ideal isolated particle,

which interaction between neighboring nano-dots in storage

media system was neglected.

The magnetic substance chosen to be analyzed in this

simulation is Pt/MnSb multilayered films. As one of

Heusler Alloys, it has larger spin polarization than CoMnSb

[20]. This material characteristic is a key factor in deter-

mining spintronic devices performance [21]. It has flexi-

bility in changing magnetic properties through the manu-

facturing process, such as changing the annealing temper-

ature and period [22]. The magnetic properties used in

this simulation are Currie temperature (TC) as large as 373

K, 3 × 105 erg/cc in anisotropy constant (K⊥), 2100 G in

magnetic saturation (4πMs), and 10-7 erg/cm in exchange

stiffness constant (A). The last three magnetic property

values mentioned above were at ambient temperature. As

a consequence of thermal field appearance, their temper-

ature dependence was considered similar with previous

paper which has been done by Purnama et al. (2009) for

stochastic simulation of thermally assisted devices, as

shown in Eq. (1)-(3) [23]. Purnama and colleagues define

the criteria of magnetization reversal as 85% of actual

magnetization (M), parallel to driven magnetic field direc-

tion (H).

(1)

(2)

(3)

In order to examine the cooling effect on the writing

mechanism, in this study, thermal pulse (Tw) as well as

magnetic field pulse (Hw) were schemed as described in

Figure 1. After the driven magnetic field was achieved,

the heating pulse started to increase linearly up to 372.9 K

(A-B), close to its Currie temperature. The linear increas-

ing type for both, external magnetic field and heating

pulse, were chosen for ideal models. Then, this pulse

constantly heated up the nano-dot for 187.5 pico-seconds

(B-C) to randomize its magnetization. Finally, the nano-

dot temperature dropped (C-D) under the external field

treatment to freeze its magnetization polarity. Therefore,

the interval during C-D process is called cooling time (tc).

3. Result and Discussion

To ensure that nano-Pt/MnSb accomplishes the minimum

requirement of life time Hard Disk Drive, the barrier energy

at room temperature must be calculated. In this study, the

chosen parameters have sufficiently large barrier energy

for 10 nm and 20 nm in thickness, thus promising more

than 10 y data storage stability. The magnetization reversal

of nano-dot under induced magnetic field as well as

thermal pulse visualized in micrograph is presented in

Fig. 2. M/Msat represents the normalized value of actual

magnetization compared to the initial saturated magneti-

zation (Msat). In the micrograph, black color represents the

magnetization in x(−), M ↓ and white color in x(+), M ↑

(parallel to applied magnetic field direction), and vice

versa. Before the first nano-second, M/Msat is equal to −1,

HT

i
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Fig. 1. Graph of the ideal external magnetic field and the ther-

mal pulse on the writing mechanism.
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which denotes that magnetization occurred even before

the magnetic field was induced. However, magnetization

started to change when the thermal pulse was activated

and varied drastically through the multi-domain configu-

ration mechanism when the nano-dot temperature was

close to its Currie point. The random magnetization state

was achieved at 2 ns, when T = 372.9 K for 187.5 ps, in

which the nano-dot does not have any magnetization ten-

dency even though the external magnetic field is offered.

Sub-nanosecond of heating interval was adopted in order

to realize fast heating as an assistance to reverse magneti-

zation. After reducing the temperature, the nano-dot

magnetization was adjusted parallel to applied magnetic

field by means of the domain wall nucleation, which is

going to propagate until it coincides with the field direc-

tion at room temperature, by means of single domain

configuration that was achieved with the corresponding

value of M/Msat being equal to 0.85.

The thermal fluctuation effect during the magnetization

reversal process was evaluated by adopting 20 random

numbers of disordered magnetization. The typical increase

of reversal probabilities over the given random number

actually depends on the induced magnetic field magnitude

as shown in Fig. 3(a). As the magnetic field increased

from zero, reversal probability raised. At a specific mag-

netic field value, which is called threshold field (Hth), this

probability starts to reach 1 and keep this value continu-

ously for larger H. For H > Hth, the reversal probabilities

are constantly equal to one, which means that the nano-

dot magnetization assuredly lies on the external magnetic

field direction. Ostler et al. posited that ultrafast heating

can reverse magnetization even on a zero driven magnetic

field [24]. The phenomena of reversal magnetization under

thermally stimulation without magnetic field induction is

also observed in this study as shown in Fig. 3(b). On the

heating of hundreds of pico-seconds, the reversal magneti-

zation probability values were more than zero for numer-

ous given cooling times even when the external magnetic

field was not applied. The nano-dot with a thickness of 20

Fig. 2. Magnetization of the nano-dot during the writing

mechanism on nano Pt/MnSb for th = 187.5 ps, tc = 250.0 ps,

and h = 10 nm.

Fig. 3. (a) Reversal probabilities of nano-dot over twenty given random number for tc = 250.0 ps, (b) reversal probabilities when no

field is presented.

Fig. 4. Threshold field differs from the cooling interval.
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nm has a more significant increase to P(H = 0) with respect

to cooling interval than another one and the demagneti-

zation energy becomes an important factor that must be

considered.

A longer cooling process also influences the threshold

field level. As it is illustrated in Fig. 4, a short cooling

phase generally increased the threshold field. Within the

given cooling interval, the thicker nano-dot corresponded

to lower threshold field and had a minimum value of

about 160 Oe, a much smaller writing field compared to

the writing heads available on the market. Both profiles

indicate that there is an optimum cooling time to obtain

the lowest writing field for each thickness.

4. Conclusion

The effect of cooling time on the magnitude of the

threshold field, which in turn influences the writing field

on a perpendicular nano-Pt/MnSb multilayer, was numeri-

cally examined. From the adopted nano-dot model with

its magnetic properties, the micromagnetic study shows

that a high density of recording media up to hundreds Gb/

in2 can be realized in a low writing field (< 200 Oe) through

definite heating and cooling period. It generates optimism

about minimizing the power consumption on high record-

ing density read-write data technology. This study also

found that the reversal magnetization is possible to realize,

but only with an ultrafast heating mechanism. A further

study is needed to examine the contribution of the thick-

ness of media and the cooling interval regarding the reversal

magnetization probabilities. 
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